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What is Game Love?	


About 18 months ago I was involved in a book project – The Game Love 
Reader (coming soon probably). And the aim of the book was to explore 
games and love in a variety of ways.	


If we want to talk about love and games what love are we talking about and 
where are we looking for it? There are different types of love: I love my 
family and I definitely love my iPhone, but it’s agreed that I am not talking 
about the same kind of love. In which case what kind of love are looking for 
in games: romantic love, something more platonic – and where are we 
looking for it: as a representation in the game, something that is produced 
through play (as a feeling or metaphor). Is a game a mediator of irl romance 
or capable of designing adorable AI and encouraging attachments to objects 
that are just alive enough? Is game love the love that players have for games, 
the appeal and the adoring fan cultures around games? If game love is in-
game are we looking at the narrative or the mechanics? And the questions just 
keep spiralling out from here... is game love something we want from games 
or something they want from us (they are demanding things and we are pretty 
much limited to acting within their boundaries)? Are games capitalizing on 
our emotions in this respect? As a recovering victim of Animal Crossing I 
have to admit that games are good at this. Love has many synonyms and so: 
Is the love for games really more about desire, specifically desire fulfilment? 
Games are amazing at deferring desire, setting a goal that when achieved 
simply tasks us with another... moving the goal posts. The ‘what is game 
love’ listmania goes on and on and on...	


The answer in all cases is, Yes. That is game love. So there is clearly a lot to 
talk about.	


So if Game Love is this huge concept, why do I keep finding myself 
conflicted on the subject, unable to complete a thought or convince myself 
that there is something compelling to about love and games. I find myself 



having the same conversations over and over that are just one part of the 
reason that my Game Love subject is stinted.	


I’ve continued to think about and discuss the romantic potential of games but 
I seem to keep having the same conversations whether it is at an academic 
conference, in class or over beers with friends.	


The conversation seems to be a little stuck and my more romantic 
inclinations are not really helping me move my own thinking forward, either.	


In the first, I keep hearing the same games thrown out there. Dragon Age (I 
can’t in all honest speak with authority on the subject because it just not an 
experience I could complete). People do love this game and they love it in a 
particular way – they love to flirt. Some say it’s a playful opportunity to 
safely explore sexuality, whilst others evoke the idea of bleed to describe the 
way that players attach to the fictional characters in the game. Bleed in 
referring to a player’s emotions effecting the game whilst Bleed-out means 
that the events in the game impact the players feelings, the game bleeds into 
their reality. Okay, that feels like this example of game love is a little 
exhausted. Last year, we all played Catherine and concluded quite briefly that 
‘yeah, that is interesting.’ But what was largely ignored what that the main 
relationship which is represented is the homosocial bar-based relationship 
between four guys. That doesn’t mean that the love in this game is devalued, 
I just think it’s located somewhere different to what I was sold. I also keep 
returning to this conversations stopper – if videogames are romance then they 
Gothic Romance.	


Other conversations I keep having:	


Romance-able Vending Machines	


I have been to the talks and read the articles with the ‘women as vending 
machines’ critique of dating or flirtation mechanisms in games that produce 
this ‘insert compliments until sex comes out’ logic. This is accusation is 
levelled at a lot of games which employ romance-able characters like the 
BioWare games, Dating Sims and Erotic Games (or eroge). The problem with 
this representation of love is that 1) it tends to be heavily gendered in that the 
romance-able party is female and 2) which is a definite extension of 1; it 



reduces the idea of love to a cool transaction. You put a little in and get you 
get something in return.	


Agency vs. Amore	


While I have had all these really positively charged conversations about love 
being ‘interactive’ and so deeply compatible with videogame form, I have to 
interject. Here is my slightly unpopular:	


I’ve changed my mind and declared that agency is the enemy of romance 
narratives because the pleasure of such stories is the position of helpless 
romantic, unable to effect the destinies of lovers. It is the powerlessness that 
produces states of affect, such as weeping on public transport at the end of 
Solaris, tensely wondering every time I read Jane Eyre whether the secret will 
out and whether they really will get together possibly secretly hoping that 
they won’t, giggling at inventive and ridiculous names for the female 
anatomy or routing for the bad guy.	


The Uncomfortable Sex Talk	


I’ve seen discussions that completely confuse love and sex. This is a very 
common problem. Related discussions then go on to be confused about how 
much sex there actually is in videogames, apart from puerile titillation of too 
much skin, the occasional lewd gesture with a beam-katana and verbal sexual 
reference, when it comes to sex, videogames really aren’t doing it all. Even 
pornography the videogame – Plumbers Don’t Wear Ties – has no sex in it 
whatsoever. It has all the tropes of porno but does not go all the way.	


Love in Zero-Sum	


There’s the observation that whilst our language of love indeed ludic – we 
might say that we have loved and ‘lost’, in a triangle situation suitors 
‘compete’ for affections and one might ‘win’ the heart of the another, or we 
might declare that we are quitting the ‘dating game’ – despite this there is a 
zero-sum, win-lose gaming inclination that is at odds with the more complex 
and emotional aspects of romance. We don’t want love to be that polarised, 
we require the nuance – maybe we are just good friends, maybe we can’t be, 
maybe it works out for a while... we need to think of a plural possibility. 



Zero-sum inherently competitive and whatever the analogies for love as war, 
that is not necessarily the experience we seek.	


Romance is Dead: Kill my Romantic and Look at Love	


Basically, with so much repetition these conversations are getting about as 
interesting as any conversation I have had with an NPC lately. I wasn’t 
getting anywhere useful. The romantic in me seems to be limiting my own 
view because it wants to apply a literary standard of specifically romantic 
love that I am comfortable with and at the same time is just staring all 
moony-eyed at videogames asking them to be something else and wishing 
that they could have a love of their very own, something just for games. It 
wouldn’t do, my Romantic is an asshole and was in the way. It had to be 
stopped. So I turned it off and I did what any good scholar does when they 
are stuck, I changed my approach. Instead of focusing on games that were not 
speaking to me perhaps my notions of love and romance could do with 
polish. So I hit the books and the internet with the thesaurus open to the love 
page and started searching for contemporary perspectives on love.	


What I found quite surprised me. For the most part it didn’t really make me 
feel how I had hoped, suddenly filled with a renewed belief in game love, but 
it did give me a new way of framing love in games and potentially 
understanding it. What I found is that, increasingly, love is described in 
system terms. Terms that I can directly apply to games.	


Process of Attachment	


Cidy Hazan and Phillip Shaver (1987) present a picture of love, specifically 
romantic love, as a ‘process’. A ‘process of attachment’, the stages, pace and 
the ultimate result of which are determined by our individual ‘attachment 
histories’. Sure, logically, I can understand that relationships shape other 
relationships and the affection and care that we have received impacts our 
ability to give it, either openly or anxiously. That is intuitive enough and my 
experience speaks to that, but why the cool system framing of this 
phenomena?	


We fall in love procedurally acting in accordance to our attachment histories.	




Love Triforce	


It continues, Sternberg (1986) describes falling in love as a specifically 
triangular process in which we emotionally move around the corners of the 
geometry of intimacy (feeling close), passion (which leads to romance, 
attraction and possibly more), and the decision to love and commit.	


Components of Love	


Speaking specifically about love online, from dating websites to long 
distances relationship maintenance, Briggle (2008) rather coldly distinguishes 
the ‘components’ of romantic process including: union, robust concern, 
valuing, emotion and capacity. The romantic in me wants to read this as 
though love is some grander thing, comprised of layers and layers of 
complexity continually growing, but that is not the language of the 
components of love – no, it’s cold. We are just meaty love machines going 
through the motions, and proceeding according to feedback in a sort of 
cybernetic loop that at some point completes.	


These three theses are from Psychology and taken together I get a richer, 
mildly more satisfying reading of love in videogames, particularly that 
romance-able character feature that I brought up earlier. Coming from 
psychology we can understand the cool, detached, dispassionate language of 
love that boils this emotional experience down to a procedure. This is the 
sense making process, the meaning making process lies in a narrative layer 
which can be provided for us or of our own invention. This is the one I 
invented or at least appropriated. This space between the sense making 
system thinking and the meaning making story is what Ian Bogost calls the 
‘simulation gap’. Wherein the game exists as rules but interacting, playing 
them into life creates an interpretative space. The space between these two is 
the gap... if real love (of all varieties) is conceived of as process, a game 
representation of love as incrementally romance-able NPCs is not a million 
miles away and I can better empathize with those who fill that simulation gap 
with genuine attachment to the characters.	


Less literally romantic, I wonder if this process even describes my 
relationship with games. I bring with a set of expectations to games from my 



relationship history with other games, but I only incrementally learn about a 
specific game. First, I might be anxious and uncertain, feelings permitted in 
the ‘process of attachment’. Until I really get to know it, which has varied 
results – maybe we are in sync and I find my rhythm maybe I don’t.	


Love and Other Technologies	


Dominic Pettman (2007). He talks quite apocalyptically about the nature of 
love in the digital age. From dating sims, to Facebook where relationship are 
little more than a status update. We out poor our emotions onto social 
networks and they are then sold on as entertainment to our so-called friends. 
We don’t really speak to one another directly anymore, we hide behind 
screens and text- speak. We don’t send love letters anymore, we send IMs 
with emoticons. Our communications are primarily disembodied.	


“to a certain extent the codification of intimacy has always been digital since 
is responds to a series of yes, no, on, off parameters. He loves me, he loves 
me not. The famous  
Turing Test, in which a machine that manages to convincingly mimic human  
conversation is effectively given an existential promotion, is something we	


subconsciously involve ourselves in every time we flirt with another person.  
The distinction is not between human and machine, but lovable or unlovable,  
depending on the answers provided (and these answers may be  
conveyed just as much by body language as by the voice alone). We are thus  
reaching the point where the two types of Turing Test are conflated, and the 
decisions loveable and	


unloveable takes precedence over human/machine.”	


“all sex is cybersex, since it is the result of pre-programmed communication 
subroutines. “	


And there are games which directly engage with this online mediated love. 
Games are uniquely positioned to be referential to the digital experiences the 
Pettman speaks of in Love and Other Technologies. – Digital a Love Story 
and Redshirt.	




Alone Together	


This is interesting to me that as digital fields such as software studies and 
game design push more more for ‘affective practices’ – engaging in 
emotioneering and flirting with more ‘feeling’ like functionality and 
experience – discourse on love seems to be moving towards the mechanised 
and the mediated. These discourses are not only moving toward one another. 
The relationship between love and technology is intimately linked but there’s 
still this tension... which reminded me to return to the thesis on love for 
today. Sherry Turkle’s Alone Together.	


There are 2 reasons I was recalled to this work: the first is this passage, where 
she laments of affective computing efforts and describes the diminishing 
meaning of emotion:	


“In practice researchers in affective computing try to avoid the word 
‘emotion’. Talking about emotional computers is always on track to raise a 
strong objection. How would computers get thee emotions? Affect sounds 
more cognitive. Giving machines a bit of ‘affect’ to make them easier to use 
sounds like common sense. More a user interface strategy than a 
philosophical position. But synonyms for affect include emotional, feeling, 
intuitive, and noncognitive. Just to name a few. Affect loses these meanings 
when it becomes something computers have. The word intelligent underwent 
a similar reduction in meaning when we began to apply it to machines. 
Intelligence once denoted a dense, layered, complex attribute. It implied 
intuition and common sense. But when computers were declared to have it, 
intelligence started to denote something more one- dimensional, strictly 
cognitive.” (Turkle)	


Love and affect are diminished when we try to project them onto machines, 
including game systems. At the same time love is collapsing under the 
pressure of being digital, which apparently can’t have emotions. Outlook, not 
good you guys.	


The second reason I returned to Turkle’s work was that I remembered her 
talking about the future of love. I found that passage, in which she speaks of 
robots and applications ‘alive enough’ to make us love them but instead of 



returning love they respond with the performance of love... the performance 
of love being what we seem prepared to settle for... and I read on and read on 
and there was no answer to the future of love, or at least not a love that I 
recognize because the future involves something I don’t want to believe – 
that we will expect more from technology and less from each other. We will 
accept the look of love as mediated and performed through technology and 
perform our love back at other people through our technologies.	



